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Prevas enters partnership with Nor Tekstil AS
Norway’s leading supplier of textile services, Nor Tekstil, has chosen the Infor
EAM maintenance system from Prevas for their laundries in Norway.
Nor Tekstil is a company with more than 1,000 employees at 17 laundries in Norway. To retain and further
strengthen its market position, the company is continuously investing in new technology to protect the
environment and to achieve quality improvements and financial benefits. Nor Tekstil has therefore chosen
the Infor EAM maintenance system from Prevas to ensure optimal and cost-effective maintenance for their
facilities.
Prevas will be carrying out the project and roll-out will begin at the largest laundries this fall, closely
followed by roll-out at the other laundries.
”We have previously used different maintenance systems in our company in the past”, says Thomas
Karlsen, project responsible in Nor Tekstil and Project Manager for the implementation of Infor EAM. ”Using
one, standardized solution across our company group however, will enable us to better share experience
between our different facilities, learn from each other and optimize our operations. Experience from two of
our facilities have taught us that Infor EAM offers us the scalability, user friendliness and functionality
important to utilize the solution in different parts of our facilities and the collaboration with Prevas ensures
it’s adapted to our specific needs.”
Infor EAM is developed by Infor Global Solutions and is part of a portfolio of world-leading solutions for the
industrial market. The system is one of the world's most widely used Enterprise Asset Management
systems with several thousand customers both in public and private sectors and is delivered in the Nordic
countries by Prevas, appointed by Infor as one of two European experts within EAM.
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About Prevas
Prevas is development partner for companies in several industry segments. Our passion is to solve technological
challenges to develop smart products and smart factories. With leading expertise in high-tech product development,
embedded systems and industrial IT & automation, Prevas contributes by providing innovative solutions and services
that create growth. Prevas was founded in 1985 and is the main supplier and development partner to leading
companies in industries such as life science, telecom, automotive, defense, energy and engineering. Prevas has
offices in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and India, and approximately 600 employees. Prevas has been listed on the
NASDAQ exchange in Stockholm since 1998. For more information, please visit www.prevas.com.
About Infor
Infor is a global software supplier and strategic technology partner. With 15,000 employees, Infor helps 90,000
customers worldwide to strengthen their operations, drive growth and quickly adapt to organizational changes; for more
information see www.infor.com.

